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Assuming the Proper Forcing Axiom, I give a widely applicable condition under which a 
pre-image of w, includes a homeomorphic image of w, . This makes it possible to strengthen a 
number of results of 2. Balogh and P.J. Nyikos on non-metrizable manifolds and related spaces. 
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proper forcing axiom closed map w, 
1. The proper forcing axiom. I use the infinite-game characterization of ‘proper’ 
partially ordered sets, as given in [2, § 21. Given a partially ordered set P, consider 
the following game. Player I chooses p0 E P and a maximal up-antichain A,c_ P 
Player II chooses a countable subset Boos A,,. I chooses a second maximal up- 
antichain A, E P II chooses countable sets B,, c A0 and B,, c_ A,. In general, at 
the (n + 1)st move, I chooses a maximal up-antichain A,, E P and II responds by 
choosing countable sets B,, c A, for each m s n. When pO, (A,JneN and (Bnm)m~ntrm 
have all been chosen, II wins if there is a p I ape such that for every m E N and every 
p2z:, there is some member of U,,,, B,, which is upwards-compatible with pz; 
otherwise I wins. Now P is upwards-proper if II has a winning strategy. 
The proper forcing axiom, PFA, is the axiom: if P is a non-empty upwards-proper 
partially ordered set, and 9 is a family of cofinal subsets of P with #(%?) s w, , then 
there is an upwards-directed subset of P which meets every member of 9. 
It is known that if ZFC + “there is a supercompact cardinal” is consistent, then 
so is ZFC+PFA [3, lo]. 
Because ccc partially ordered sets are proper, PFA implies that m > w,; in fact, 
that m = w2 (i.e. that MA(w,) is true but MA(w,) is false); see [2,4.4]. 
2. Closed pre-images of w, . This paper is devoted almost exclusively to topological 
spaces X endowed with closed continuous maps from X to w, . It will be useful to 
set out two elementary facts concerning such maps. 
Suppose that r: X + w, is continuous. 
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2.1. (i) r is closed iff every sequence (x,),,,~ in X such that (~(x,)),,~ is strictly 
increasing has a cluster point in X. (For a subset C of w1 is closed in w1 iff every 
strictly increasing sequence in C has a cluster point in C.) 
(ii) Now suppose that x(X), the character of X [S, A4Aj] is less than m, as will 
be true nearly all the time in this paper. In this case, for any countable set D E X, 
the closure of D is precisely the set of limits of sequences in D [S, 24A]. So r is 
closed iff every sequence (x~),,~~ in X such that (~(x,,)),,~~ is strictly increasing has 
a convergent subsequence. 
2.2. If GQ*<,, is any family of subsets of X then 
is open in X. (For if x E V then 
U={y: T(Y) c +)l\c<;x, z* 
is an open set, containing x, included in v.1 
3. I come directly to the statement and proof of the main theorem of this paper. 
The hypothesis (iii) will be discussed in Sections S-10. 
Main Theorem [PFA]. Let (X, a) be a topological space. Suppose that 
(i) there is a closed map rr:X+ w, such that n[X] is uncountable; 
(ii) x(X) G w,; 
(iii) there is an ideal 9 of subsets of X such that 
(a) for every WE 9 there is a sequentially closed set F c X such that W G 
X\FE$; 
(/3) T[X\ W] is uncountable for every WE 9; 
(y) for every Z E 9X\9 there is a family (Z.&*<,, of countable subsets of Z 
such that 
1 
x:xEX,XE u z, Es. 
<<Tr(r) 1 
Then X has a subspace homeomorphic to w, . 
4. Proof of the Main Theorem, part 1. The first step is to describe the proper partially 
ordered set P that will be used for the application of PFA. 
4.1. It will be convenient to assume, as we may, that no subset of X is a member 
of X, so that X n 55 = 0. If I, J are finite subsets of X LJ S, I shall say that I < J if 
IcJ and whenever LJEI~S, XEI~LJ, yEJnX\U and ~(y)sr(x), there is 
an X’E In X\ U such that r(y) < us r(x). 
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The point of this is that < is transitive. For suppose that I < J and J 6 K. Take 
CJEI~Z, XEI~U, yeKnX\U such that rr(y)~rr(x). Then UEJnx and 
x E J n U, so there is an X’E J n X\ U such that rr(y) s rr(x’) c r(x), because J =S K. 
Now, because I SJ, there is an X”E In X\ U such that I s I c n(x); and 
in this case n(y) s rr(x”) =S n(x). As x, y, U are arbitrary, I =S K. 
It follows at once that d is a partial order on [X u ZICW. Note that if I G J E K E 
[XuS]-- and I<K, then I<J. 
4.2. Observe next that there is no loss of generality in supposing that 4 is a u-ideal. 
For let 9, be the collection of unions of countable subsets of 4. Then 9, is a u-ideal 
satisfying (a) and (y) of hypothesis (iii). But it also satisfies (p). For if ( W,,)ncN is 
a sequence in 9 and cr < o, , we can find for each n a sequentially closed set F, c X 
such that W,, c X\F,, E 4. Now we can choose inductively a sequence (x,,),,~~ such 
that x, EI~,,,, F, for each n EN, (rr(x,)jnEN is strictly increasing, and IT 2 cy. By 
2.l(ii) above, (x,),,~ has a convergent subsequence, with limit x say; in this case 
x E X\Un& W,, and n(x) 2 CY. As (Y is arbitrary, r[X\U,,., W,,] is uncountable. 
Accordingly I shall henceforth suppose that 9 is a u-ideal. 
4.3. Let N* be the class of all triples (u, cp, M) where u E X u 2, cp is a function 
from [X u ZEICW to 9, and M is a countable set. Let N s N” be a set so large that 
(u, p, M) E N whenever (u, cp, M) E N” and M c N. For M E N set v,[ M] = 
{u’: (u’, p’, M’) E M} E X u 2. Let No E N be the set of those (u, cp, M) E N such 
that ME N and u @ cp(l) for every finite I c r,[M]. 
4.4. Let P be the set of functions p from finite subsets of wi to N,, such that 
(i) if [E dam(p), p(t) = (u, ‘p, M) E No and u E X then V(U) = 5; 
(ii) if 5, n E dam(p), 5< 77, p(5) = (u, cp, M) and P(V) = (u’, cp’, M’) then 
(a) cp(l) G p’(l) for every I E [X u 51’“; 
(P) Mu{P(S)]cM’. 
If P = ((Q CPC, &))c~K E P, set 
L(p)={u,: ~EK}E[XUZ]-, 
&(p)(l)= u fpJZ)E.9 VIE[XuS]- 
G(P) = U (M,u {~(5))) E [Nl"". 
FEK 
4.5. For p. q E P say that p s q if q extends p 
described in 4.1; then s is a partial order on P 
and L(p) < L(q) in the ordering 
At some point we must confirm that P is non-empty; this is because 0 E P 
It will be helpful also to observe that if p E P and 5 < wi then prl= 
(P(S))SECndom~p~ ~PandprS~p;thepointbeingthatL(pr5)nX=L(p)n~-’[C], 
so that L(pl5)<L(p). 
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5. Proof of the Main Theorem, part 2. The next step is to show that P is proper. 
Rather than give a formal description of a strategy for II in the game of Section 1, 
I describe a single play of the game in terms of I’s moves; it should be clear that 
II has played fair, that is, that his moves are determined by I’s previous moves. 
5.1. Fix pot P and a sequence (A,),,N of maximal up-antichains in Z? For each 
nEN set 
Q,, = {q: q E P, there is a p E A, such that q 3 p} 
so that Qn is cofinal with P. 
For p E P, n EN, J E [X u ,T]<, define .?“C,(p, n) c [X u El<, and Z(p, n, J, k) G 
X LJ i3: inductively, for k E N, as follows: 
~t,(P, n)={L(q): qE Qn, 9ZP1, 
Z(P, n, 4 k) =(u: Ju{u>E~&(P, n)>, 
If PEP, ?lEN, JE[XuX]- and k E N are such that X n Z(p, n, J, k)& 9, let 
(Z,( P, n, 4 k))t<w, be a family of countable subsets of X n Z(p, n, J, k) such that 
(This is where I use the hypothesis (iii)(y) of Theorem 3.) 
5.2. Choose P,, W,,, 6, and H,, inductively, for n EN, in such a way that 
(i) for each n EN, P, is a countable subset of P, W, E 9, X\ W, is sequentially 
closed, 6, < w1 and H, is a countable subset of X u E; 
(ii) Po={po}, W,=0, &=O, H,,=0; 
(iii) for each n EN, 
(a) P,+, 2 P,; 
(p) ifm~n,p~P,andZ~YC,(p,m)n[H,]‘“thenthereisaq~Q,nP,+, 
such that q up and L(q) = I; 
(y) if q E P, dam(q) c 6,, and q(5) E U{i’%(p): p E P,} for every k~ dam(q), 
then q E P,,,,; 
(iv) for each n E N, 
(a) K+, 2 K; 
(P) &(p)(Z) c W,+, for every P E P,, 1 E [Hnlco; 
(y) if PEPS, msn, JE[H,]‘“, kEN and Z(p,m,J,k)nXsS$ then 
UP, m, J, k) E Wntl; 
(6) if pep,, msn, JE[H,,]<~, kEN and Z(p,m, J, k)E9 then 
Z(P, m, 4 k) G W,+,; 
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(v) for each n EN, 
(o) &+1> 6,; 
(p) dom(p)_c an+, for every pi P,,; 
(‘v) &+, E r[X\ Wnl; 
(vi) for each n EN, 
(a) H,+, 2 K; 
(P) if p E P, then ~,[l\;l(p)l c K+,; 
(y) if PEP,,, msn, JE[H,,]<~, keN and Z(p,m,J,k)n5#0 then 
Z(p, m, J, k) n T3: n IT,+, f 0; 
(6) if PEP,,, men, JE[H,,]<~, kEN and Z(p,m, J, k)nX&9 then 
Z,( p, m, J, k) E H,,,, for every 5~ 6,. 
5.3. Set B,, = {p: p E A,, (3q E P,,+l) (ps q)) for each n EN and m s n; this is II’s 
response to I’s moves ( po, A,,), A,, . . . , A,,. It is easy to check that PO, W,, 
h,Ho,...,Pr,+~, W,,+,,&+I,H,+I, if chosen systematically, depend solely on 
PO, Ao, . . . , A,,, so that there is a legitimate strategy giving these moves to II. 
5.4. Set P*=iJntNP,,, W*=UnEN W,,, S*=sup,,,&,, H*=UnENH,,, M*= 
IJ {6(p): p E P*}. Because (8n)ntN is strictly increasing (5.2(v)(a)), we have the 
following immediate consequences of the construction in 5.2-5.3. 
(i) P* E [PI’“, H* E [X u S]‘w, 6” <co,. 
(ii) poE P”. 
(iii) (o) If m EN, p E P” and I E X,(p, m) n [H”]‘” then there is a q E Qm n P* 
such that q 2 p and L(q) = I; 
(p) if q E P, dam(q) E 6” and q(t) E M” for every [E dam(q) then qE P*. 
(iv) ((.x) Cp(p)(l)~ W” for every PEP*, IE [H*]‘“; 
(6) if PEP*, JE[H*]<~, kEN, mEN and XnZ(p,m,J, k)a4 then 
V(p, m, J, k) E W*; 
(y) if p E P”, JE [H*lcW, kEN, rnEN and Z(p,m,J,k)E$ then 
Z(p, m, J, k) E W”. 
(v) (a) dam(p) c 6” for every p E P*; 
(p) there is a w* E X\ W” such that T( w*) = S*. (For we can find w, E X\ W,, 
such that T( w,) = CT,,, for each n EN. Now if w* is the limit of some 
convergent subsequence of (w,),,~ (2.l(ii) above), w* E X\ W” and 
7r( w*) = 6*.) 
(vi) (a) L(p)s ~,[I~?(P)]c ~,[M*]G H* for every PEP*; 
(P) if PEP*, meN, Je[H*lxW, kEN and Z(p,m, J, k)nT#@ then 
Z(p, m,J, k)nXnH*#0; 
(Y) if PEP*. mEN, JE[H*]<“, kEN and XnZ(p,m, J,k)@4 then 
Z,(p, m, J, k) c H* for every e< 6*. 
(vii) If p E P* n Qm, where m E N, there is a q E IJ,,, B,, such that q s p. 
5.5. We come now to the definition of p ,, as required in the demonstration that II 
has won this play of the game. p1 will be a one-point extension of po, chosen as 
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follows. First take w* from 5.4(v)(B). Next, for each Z E [X u XICw, set 
~(Z)={Z(p,m,Z,k):pEP*,mEN,kEN}n~, 
so that e(Z) is a countable subset of 4. Set 
G*(Z) = u {G(p)(Z): P E p*1u u 3(Z) E 4. 
Observe that if Z E [Z-Z”]‘” then $*(Z)c W*, by 54(iv)(o) and 5.4(iv)(y). So 
(w*, $*, M”) E N,, since z-i[M*] E H” (5.4(vi)(o)). Set 
Pl = PO u {(6”, tw*, +*, M”))I. 
Then pi E P because (w*, $*, M*) E N,,, r(w*) = 6*, and dom(p,) c 6” (so that p, 
satisfies 4.4(i)); while if .$ E dom ( pO) and pO( 5) = (u, cp, M) then cp( I) E &( p,,)( I) c_ 
$*(I) for every ZE [XUS]‘~, and Mu {po([)} G A?(p,) G M”. Moreover, p0 = 
PllS”~ p1 (see 4.5). 
5.6. Before proceeding to the next stage, it will be helpful to note the following. If 
PEP*, rnEN, kEN, w*EJE[XuS]-, ZGJnH” and ZEYC,(~, m), then there 
is a K E .3Yo(p, m) such that Z c K G H” and J 6 Ju K. To see this, induce on k. 
For k = 0 we can take K = I. For the inductive step to k + 1, we have Z E YC,+,( p, m), 
so that Z(p, m, Z, k) & 4. We consider the two ways in which this can happen. 
(cx) If Z(p, m, Z, k) n X # 0 there is a u E H” n Z( p, m, Z, k) n 5, by 5.4(vi)(B); 
in this case J< Ju {u}; now proceed to (y) below. 
(B) Otherwise, Z(p, m, Z, k) n X t? 9, so that V(p, m, Z, k) E W* (5.4(iv)(B)) and 
W*E U Z~(~,m,Z,k)~H*nz(p,m,Z,k) (Wvi)(y)) 
c=<dw*) 
Set 
U,=n{U: W*E Z_JEJn~}n~P1[(8*+l)\(cy+1)] 
where LY = sup(6” n T[J n X]) < S*. Then U, is a neighbourhood of w* so there is 
a u~U~nH*nZ(p,m,Z,k). Now suppose that UEJnX, xEJnU, UF?U and 
that z-(u)srr(x). In this case U,,g U so W*E JnX\U. Also cu<rr(u)~~(x) so 
r(x) 2 6* = r( w*) 2 r(u). This is what we need to know to see that J < J u {u}. 
(y) Thus in both cases we have found a u E H* n Z( p, m, Z, k) such that J < J u 
{u}. Now Zu{u}~(Ju{u})nH* and Zu{u}~~~F~(p,m). So by the inductive 
hypothesis there is a K E rC,(p, m) such that Z u {u} c K E H” and J u {u} < J u 
{u} u K. In this case Z E K and J < J u {u} u K = J u K. So the induction proceeds. 
5.7. Returning to the programme of Section 1, take p2 E P such that p2 zp,, and 
m E N. Then there is a q 3 p2 such that q E Qm. Set q’ = q/ 6*. Then q’E P and q’s q. 
In fact q’E P”, because q(6*) =p,(S*) = (w”, $*, M”), so q’(t) = q(5) E M* for 
every 5~ dom(q’), and we can use 5.4(iii)(B). 
5.8. Enumerate dom(q)\6* in ascending order as (ri)l<,, so that y0 = 6*, and express 
q(n) as ( wi, &, Mi) for i < n, so that w,, = w*, t,!q, = q!~* and MO = M”. Set 
Jr=L(q’)u{wi: i<r} 
for r s n, so that Jo = L(q’), J,, = L(q) and Jr = L(qr yr) for r < n. 
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We find that J,-, E rC,(q’, m) for each r s n. To see this, induce on r. For I = 0, 
q’ s q E Q,, so J,, = L(q) E Yt,(q’, m). For the inductive step to r > 0, we have J,-, u 
{w,-,I = Jn-r+, e Yt,_,(q’, m), so w,_, E Z(q’, m, J,_,, r - 1). On the other hand, 
JR_, c T~[M,_,] (see 4.4(n)(B)) so w,-, G +Lr(Jn-r) (because (w-,, hr, M,,-,) E 
No). Also (cln-I(Jn-r) 2 41/0(Jn_r) = +*(J_,), by 4.4(ii)(a), so w,_,gU %(J,_,). But 
this means that Z(q’, m, J,-,, r - 1) g $ and J,_, E YC,(q’, m). Thus the induction 
continues. 
5.9. In particular, L(q’) = JOg .Y,,(q’, m). Now L(q’) G L(q) n H*, (5.4(vi)(a)), so 
by 5.6 there is a K E Yt,(q’, m) n [ H*lCW such that L( q’) c K and Z_(q) < L(q) u K. 
By 5.4(iii)((-w) there is a q”E P* n Q,,, such that q’s q” and L(q”) = K. 
Examine p = q”u q. Because dom(q”) c 6” (5.4(v)(a)) and qrS* = q’c- q”, p is a 
function from a finite subset of w1 to N,, and satisfies 4.4(i). To see that it satisfies 
4.4(ii), note that we need consider only the case 5 < 6” c 77 = y,, where i < n. In this 
case, if p(t) = q”(t) = (u, cp, M), we have p(q) = (wi, I+!Q, M,) and 
p(I) E 4(4”)(I) 5 $“(I) c &(I) vz E [X u sy, 
MU{~([)}C-IG(q”)r M*cMi* 
So we conclude that p E l? 
5.10. Of course p extends both q and q”. But L(q)<L(q)uK=L(q)uL(q”)= 
L(p), and p2q3p2; while q”=prS*=Sp. Now we know also that there is a p3g 
U n~m B,, such that q”z p3 (5.4(vii)). So p is a common upper bound of p2 and 
p3, and p3 is upwards-compatible with p2. Thus II has won. 
6. Proof of the Main Theorem, part 3. We come now to the actual application of 
PFA. For p = ((Us, cp<, MC))5tK E P define a function gp by setting dom(g,) = 
(5: [EK,u~EX} and g,(5)=ug for t~dom(g,). 
6.1. Observe that if p E P then 
G(P) = u {s;(p)(U: 1 E h[~i(P>ll’“~ E 4; 
and if dom(p)c_[<w, and u~(Xu6~[{5}])\@(p) then (u,(p(p),l\;l(p))~N~, 
Up)<Up)u{u) and 
PSP u {(L (u, G(P), &P)))I E p. 
It follows that the sets 
Q< = {P: P E P, X\r-‘[t+ 11 E L(P)), 
Qk = {P: P E P, sup(dom(g,))> 61 
are cofinal with P, for every .$ < w ]. 
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6.2. We come now to the essential use of the hypothesis that x(X) c 0,. For each 
x E X, choose a family (GJx))~<_,, of open sets running over a base of neighbour- 
hoods of x. Then 
Q;l, = {p: p E P, either ,$a dom(g,) for every q >p 
or te dom(g,) and G,(g,(G) E Up)1 
is cofinal with P for every 5, n < w,. 
6.3. By PFA, there is an upwards-directed set R E P meeting every Q,, Q; and Q&, 
for 5, n < w,. Because g4 extends g, whenever p s q in P, we have a function 
g = UpeR gp from C = UpcR dom(g,) to X. 
6.4. Because R meets Q;, sup C > .$ for every 5 < wl, and C is uncountable. But 
it is also the case that C is closed in wl. To see this, take any 5 E w,\C. Then there 
is some p E R n Qc n Q; (because R is upwards-directed and both Q< and Q; are 
up-open in P). Now take any n E C n 5. Because R is there is 
q E R such that q >p and g,( 7) = g( 7) E X. In this case L(p) < L(q) so that L(p) =G 
L(p) u {g( 77)). Consider U = X\Y’[ 5 + l] E L(p) n S, because p E Qt. There is an 
x E U n L(p), because p E Q;. But g(n) g U because rr(g(n)) = n < 5. So there is 
an x’EL(p)nX\U such that n s r(x)) c V(X), by the definition of < in 4(a). In 
this case I < 5. But as ,$a C and x’= g(rr(x’)), we conclude that rr(x’) < 5. 
What this means is that 
Cn[s{q: 3x’EL(p)nX, vjS~(x’)<[}. 
Because L(p) is finite, ,$a C n 5. As 5 is arbitrary, C is closed. 
6.5. We find next that g : C + X is continuous. For take [E C and let V be any 
neighbourhood of g(t). Then there is a l<o, such that G,(g(&))G V, and a 
p E Q;l, n R. Because 5 E C, there is an r E R such that 5 E dom(g,), and p and r are 
upwards-compatible in P; so that in fact 5 must belong to dom( g,), and gp( 6) = g( 5). 
So G,(g(5)) E L(P). 
Now examine 
If n E 0, then (as in (d) above) there is an X’E L(p)nX\G,(g(e)) such that 
n s 7r(x’) c r(g(.$)) = 5. As g(n-(x’)) = x’# g(e), rr(x’) < 5. Once again, we conclude 
that 
Dc{n: Elx’~L(p)nX, n<~(x’)<[}, 
so that ,$a D. As V is arbitrary, g is continuous at 5. 
6.6. It follows at once that g is a homeomorphism from C s w1 to g[ C] c X, because 
g -’ = T]g[ C] is continuous. As C is a closed unbounded set in wl, it is homeo- 
morphic to wi, and g[ C] is the required subset of X homeomorphic to w, . This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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7. Discussion 
7.1. The essential ideas behind this proof are drawn from [12, Theorem 91, [ll, 
Theorem 31 and [2, Theorem 5.11, where similar techniques are used. The most 
important difference is that my presentation is ‘elementary’ in that it does not call 
on model theory. In the original versions the long lists of 5.2 and 5.3 are avoided 
by calling on the theory of elementary substructures. 
I hope that readers will be able to agree with me that while the original development 
of these methods depended on deep insights into model theory, they can be effectively 
employed with patience and determination alone. 
7.2. It may be helpful, in view of the length of the proof of Theorem 3, if I try to 
explain its structure. It is built from the back end. The aim is to find a proper 
partially ordered set P and associated families (gJPEP, (~5(p)),,~ for which the 
arguments of Section 4 can be pushed through. The first step is to devise a suitable 
partial order on [X u ZICU. The idea of the partial order < is that if an open set 
U belongs to 1, then n+J,,, J n X\ U] must avoid certain intervals. The demands 
of Section 4 are in fact fairly simple; we need to have L(p) < L(q) and g, E g, 
whenever p =S q, we need the range of g, to be included in L(p), and we need two 
types of cofinal set in P. 
Now we come to the construction of P itself. Here the complexity is very much 
greater. As I have already explained, the underlying intuition is drawn from S. 
TodorEevi?s arguments. All I can do here is try to show that each individual feature 
of the definition of P is necessary. In the formulation 
the uC are the ‘working part’ leading to g, and L(p), and the others are ‘side 
conditions’, set up to make P proper. The crux is of course in 5.9-5.10, where we 
find that q” and q are upwards-compatible. II’s strategy is to make the P,, as large 
as he can imagine, so that he will have an adequately large set P* to work from 
later (we can think of p1 as being a move by II, (p2, m) as being a move by I, and 
p3 as being a move by II). He uses a,,, H, and W,, to assist his imagination, and to 
locate w*. The side conditions n/r, enable II to control the future 416” when he 
fixes p,(6*). He has less control over the rest of q, but the side conditions qC mean 
that he can be sure that L(q) is well spread out; this is the idea of 5.8. Now he 
arranges that P” is sufficiently large for him to be able to mimic the relation of 
qrS* to q inside P*. At this point we come to the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3. 
This is what is needed to make it possible to find many pairs w*, H* such that 
w* E 2 n H* for enough sets 2. When II puts w* into L(p,) he thereby ensures that 
L(q) =S L(q) u K for many sets K c H*, so that he has a hope of finding q” such 
that q s q u q”. 
7.3. The remarks above make it plain that the argument for Theorem 3 came first 
and the application second. I am unable to offer an opinion on whether there is 
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any essentially simpler route to the same, or a similar, result; perhaps using Martin’s 
Maximum ([4]) rather than PFA. Nor do I know whether the consistency of the 
result of Theorem 3 with ZFC can be proved without using a supercompact cardinal. 
Of course Theorem 3 would be of no significance if we could not find interesting 
cases in which its hypotheses were satisfied. The next two lemmas give such cases. 
8. Lemma. Let X be a topological space and 7~ : X + w, a closed continuous function 
such that ?r[X] is uncountable and n-‘[{~}] is hereditarily separable for every 5 < q. 
Then there is an ideal 9 of subsets of X satisfying the conditions of hypothesis (iii) of 
Theorem 3. 
Proof. Let 5 be a maximal collection of closed subsets of X such that 7r-‘[w,\&] E 9 
for every .$ < w, and 9 has the finite intersection property. Then 9 is actually closed 
under finite intersections and if E E X is a closed set not belonging to 9 there is 
an FEssSuch that EnF=0. 
Consider 
~={W:~FEP, WzX\F}. 
This is an ideal of subsets of X satisfying (o) and (p) of the hypothesis. Now 
suppose that Z E !YX\9. For each 5 < w, let Z, be a countable dense subset of 
Z n Y’[{~}]. Set 
v= x:xEX,X& 
1 
lJ z, ) 
S<rr(X) I 
E=X\V={X:xEX,XE{y: yEZ,n(y)<n(X)}}. 
If FE 9 then r[Z n F] must be uncountable, so there is a sequence (x,,),,~ in 
Z n F such that (rr(~,,)),,~~ is strictly increasing; now (&)nGWI has a cluster point in 
E n F. Thus E n F # 0. As F is arbitrary, E E 9, and VE 4. As Z is arbitrary, 4 
satisfies (y) of the hypothesis. 0 
Under an extra set-theoretic hypothesis there is a stronger version of this result, 
as follows. 
9. Lemma [2”1= wz]. Let X be a topological space, of cardinal at most w2, such that 
(*) whenever A c X there is a set B s A such that #(B) G o, and every point of A 
belongs to the closure of a countable subset of B. 
Suppose that n : X --, w, is a closed continuous map such that rr[X] is uncountable. 
Then there is an ideal 9 of 9X satisfying the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3. 
Proof. (a) For BE X set 
B-=U{C: CE[B]=“)}. 
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Let (Wt<,, run over [X]‘wl (this is where we use the assumption that 2”1= wJ. 
Construct inductively an increasing family (gE)5cwz of filters on X, as follows. The 
inductive hypothesis will be that sc has a base of cardinal w1 consisting of closed 
sets, and contains 7r-‘[w,\5] for every 5 < ol. 
Start the induction by taking s,, to be the filter generated by {~-‘[o~\~]: .$< w,}. 
Given %,., examme B, -. If X\B~E St, take SC;,,, = 3.. Otherwise, let (F<,),,,, 
enumerate a base for Se consisting of closed sets. We see that r[BF n F,,] is 
uncountable for every n < ol, so that there is a set D, c B; such that V] DC is 
injective and D, n F,, is uncountable for every n < w, . Let 
H< = {x: x E X, x E {y: y E D,, v(y) < T(X)}}. 
Then H, is closed (compare 2.2 above). Also He meets every member of se. For if 
E E !9< there is an n < w, such that F,, 5 E, and DC n F,, must be uncountable; so 
there is a sequence (x,),,~ in DC n F,, such that (~(x,)),,,~ is strictly increasing; 
now (x,),,N has a cluster point which belongs to H, n E. So we can take SC;,,, to 
be the filter generated by SE u {HE}. 
Finally, for non-zero limit ordinals 5 < w2, set Fc = l_lqc5 9,. 
(b) On completing the induction, set 
$= w: WGX,X\WE u $c . 
I 5’WZ I 
Then 9 satisfies (a) and (p) of the hypothesis 
let 2 E SX\9. By (*) of this lemma, there is a 
X\B, c X\Z & gc, so DC is defined. For each 
of B, such that D, n Y’[{<}] (which is either 
is included in &. 
Set V = {x: x E X, x rs? iJs_cxl Z,}. Then 
(iii) of Theorem 3. Concerning (y), 
t: < w2 such that Bc s Z c B,. Now 
!f<w,, let Z, be a countable subset 
empty or a singleton subset of B,) 
2 {x: x E X, x E {y: y E DC, r(y) < T(X)}} 
=H5E9c+,. 
So VE 9, as required. 0 
10. Remarks 
10.1. The condition (*) of Lemma 9 will be satisfied if, for instance, any one of the 
following is true: 
(i) #(X)sw, (as in Corollaries 16-18 below); 
(ii) X is countably tight and has hereditary density less than or equal to w,; 
(iii) Y’[{&}] is hereditarily separable for every 5 < w, , as in Lemma 8. 
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10.2. The condition #(X) G w2 of Lemma 9 is not a significant restriction in this 
context; see Theorem 11. The assumption 2” I= w2 is also not an important limitation 
(as things stand at present), since this may actually be a consequence of PFA (see 
[2, p. 933]), and is certainly a consequence of Martin’s Maximum [4, Theorem lo], 
which seems likely to replace PFA for most purposes. 
10.3. I have put Lemma 9 in the form in which I shall use it. But clearly what makes 
it work is the fact that X has at most w2 sets E such that c G E for every countable 
C c E. 
Putting Theorem 3, Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 together we have the following result. 
11. Theorem [PFA]. Let X be a topological space such that x(X) G w, and there is 
a closed continuous map T : X + w, such that n[X] is uncountable. Suppose further, 
either 
(a) that whenever A E [Xl” and z-[A] is countable then A is separable, or 
(p) that c = w2 and for every AE [Xl’ there is a BE [A]‘“1 such that Ac 
u {C: c E [II]‘“}. 
Then X has a subspace homeomorphic to w, . 
Proof. (a). Note first that there is a set Y G X such that V[ Y] = r[X], every sequence 
in Y which has a cluster point in X has a cluster point in Y, and # ( Y) G c. Now 
m] Y is closed (use 2,1(i) above). So we can replace X by Y; that is to say, there 
is no loss of generality in supposing that #(X) c c. 
(b) But if #(X)GC then we can apply Lemma 8 (in version (a)) or Lemma 9 
(in version (S)) to see that hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3 is satisfied, so that X has 
a subspace homeomorphic to wi. 0 
The most important corollaries of this theorem are based on the following. Recall 
that PFA implies that m > w, . 
12. Corollary [PFA]. Let X be a locally hereditarily ccc Hausdor$space including a 
perfect pre-image of wl. Then X includes a homeomorphic image of w, . 
Proof. We can suppose that X is itself a perfect pre-image of w,; let rr : X + w, be 
a perfect surjection. In this case X is locally compact, because w, is. Because X is 
locally hereditarily ccc, all its compact sets are hereditarily ccc, therefore hereditarily 
separable and hereditarily Lindelijf [5,44H] and first-countable [5, A4Bfl. SO X is 
first-countable and A is separable whenever A G X and T[A] is countable, and we 
can apply Theorem 11 in version (a). 17 
Accordingly new corollaries can be found by looking through [l] and [8] for 
results including the phrase ‘perfect pre-image of wl’. I spell out a sample. 
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13. Corollary [PFA]. Let X be a locally compact, locally hereditarily ccc Hausdorff 
space. (For instance, X might be a manifold.) Then X includes a copy of w, ifs its 
one-point compactijication is not countably tight. 
Proof. By Corollary 12, X includes a copy of w, iff it includes a perfect pre-image 
of w, . But by [ 1,2.1] (see [5, 44Oc]), a locally compact Hausdorff space includes a 
perfect pre-image of w, iff its one-point compactification is not countably tight. 0 
14. Corollary [PFA]. Let X be a locally compact, first-countable Hausdorff space of 
cardinal SW,. Then X is a Moore space if it does not include a copy of CO,, 
Proof. Any compact first-countable space of cardinal less than c is countable [5, 
A4Hc], so X is locally countable. By [l, 2.21 ( see [6, Theorem l] and [5, 44D]), X 
is a Moore space iff its one-point compactification is countably tight; now use 
Corollary 13. El 
15. Corollary [PFA]. A manifold is metrizable ifs it is hereditarily collectionwise 
Hausdor- and does not include a copy of w, . 
Proof. Of course a metrizable space is collectionwise Hausdorff and does not include 
a copy of oi. On the other hand, by [l, 3.31 (see [8, 4.15]), a hereditarily cwH, 
non-metrizable manifold must (if m > w,) have a one-point compactification which 
is not countably tight. So we can use Corollary 13 to see that it includes a copy of 
01. q 
I come now to corollaries of version (p) of Theorem 11. 
16. Corollary [ PFA+ c = w2]. Let X be a Hausdorflspace of cardinal w, and TI : X + w, 
a closed continuous map such that r[X] is uncountable. Then X includes a copy of w, . 
Proof. Let X be the given topology of X. Let %?s 5 be a family of open sets, of 
cardinal w, , such that for any distinct x, y E X there are disjoint G, H E 22’ such that 
x E G and y E H. Let 6 be the topology on X generated by 
Ru{77~‘[[+1]: &<Wi}U{7T -Tw,\51: 5< 4. 
Then rr : X + w, is G-continuous, and also S-closed because 6 c_ 2. Moreover the 
weight of X, for G, is w,. 
So Theorem 11 tells us that there is a subset Y of X which is homeomorphic to 
W, when given the topology induced by ZZ. But in fact, glancing at the last part of 
the proof of Theorem 3, we know that Y is of the form g[C] where C is a closed 
unbounded set in o,, n(g([)) = 5 for every 5~ C, and g is continuous for G. It 
follows that g is continuous for %. For suppose, if possible, otherwise; then there 
would be a strictly increasing sequence (&,)ncN in C with supremum 5 and a set 
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GE Z such that g([)E G but g(&)g G for every n EN. Now (~(g(5n)))nc181=(Sn)neN 
is strictly increasing, so (g(&n))naN has a E-cluster point x, which cannot belong to 
G. This x is also an G-cluster point of (g([n))ntN. But (g(&))nSN converges to g(5) 
for G, and (5 is Hausdorff, so x = g(t), which is impossible. 
Accordingly g is a homeomorphism between C and Y when Y is given the 
topology induced by 5, and (X, 5) has a subspace homeomorphic to w,. 0 
17. Corollary [PFA+c = wZ]. Let X be a regular space of cardinal w, which is 
countably compact but not compact. 7hen X has a subspace homeomorphic to w, . 
Proof. Note first that if DE X is countable then fi is countably compact, regular, 
separable and of cardinal SW,, therefore compact, because m > w, [5, 2411. 
Because X is not compact it has an open cover % with no finite subcover; we 
can suppose that 9 is closed under finite unions. Because X is countably compact, 
‘S has no countable subcover. We can therefore choose (x&+,,, , (F,),,,, and ( G6>e<o, 
inductively so that Ft = {x,: 7 < [} E Gc E 23 and x6 E X\UVG5 G,, for each 5 < oi. 
Set Y= UC+ FE and define rr : Y -+ w, by r(y) = min{&: y E F,} for each y E Y. 
Each F6 is closed, compact and relatively open in Y (since Fe = Y n G,), so T is 
perfect; also r(x() = &+ 1 for each 5, so rr[ Y] = w,\(O). Next, w(F,) s #(Fe) =S q 
for each [< w,, because Fe is compact and regular, so x(Y) s w( Y) s w,. By 
Theorem 11, version (B), Y has a subspace homeomorphic to w1 , as required. 0 
Remark. Some of the ideas in this proof are commonly attributed to D.K. Burke 
and G. Gruenhage; as the references are inaccessible I have given the details in full. 
18. Corollary [PFA+c = w2]. Let X be a compact Hausdorfl space of cardinal w,. 
Then X is countably tight i$ no subspace of X is homeomorphic to w,. 
Proof. (a) If X has a subspace Y homeomorphic to w, then Y cannot be closed; 
but if x E Y\ Y then x g D for any countable D z Y, so X is not countably tight. 
(b) If X is not countably tight it includes a perfect pre-image Y of w1 (see 
Corollary 13 above); now x( Y) < w(X) s wi, so Y includes a copy of w,, by version 
(B) of Theorem 11. 0 
19. Remarks 
19.1. It is natural to ask whether anything as strong as PFA is needed for the results 
above. The following result of P.J. Nyikos, mentioned in [9], is relevant. 
(i) Consider the statement 
(*) there is a family (0(5, n)),,N,*En, where a is the set of non-zero countable 
limit ordinals, such that (0~) for each 5 E 0, (e(& n)),,wl is a strictly increasing 
sequence with supremum 5 (p) if C _ c wi is a closed unbounded set there is 
a [EC such that 0([, n)E C for every nEN. 
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(ii) Note that 0 [7, Ch. II, 9 71 implies (*), and that (*) is unaffected by ccc 
forcing (use Exercise Hl of [7, Ch. VII]); so that (*) is true in ‘ordinary’ models 
of MA+not-CH, constructed by ccc forcing from models of V= L (e.g. following 
[7, Theorem VIII.6.31). 
(iii) Assuming (*), take 5 to be the topology on X = w, x (0, 1) generated by 
{u,:~En}u{v,:~En}u{{~,i}:~7Ewl\.n,iE{0,1}}, 
where 
&={(5,0)1u u (e(5,2n+1)\8(~,22n))x{O,I}, 
ntN 
V,={(&I))u U (8(5,2n+2)\8(5,2n+l))x{O, 11 ntN 
for 5 E 0. It is easy to check that the natural map from X onto o, is closed and 
continuous but that X includes no copy of ol. 
(iv) Consequently MA+not-CH imply none of the results of this paper. 
19.2. Z. Balogh has shown (Jan. 1987) that the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3 can 
simply be omitted, with consequent simplifications of the applications of the theorem. 
Further extensions of the method are also possible; we hope to publish these as a 
joint paper (Balogh, Fremlin & Nyikos). 
S. TodorEeviC has announced (August 1987) that PFA does indeed imply that 
2”1 = w2. 
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